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Best SEO tools & resources
for photographers
BEFORE AND AFTER YOU WORK ON YOUR SITE’S SEO, IT’S A GREAT IDEA TO
RUN THE SITE THROUGH A SERIES OF TOOLS TO KNOW WHERE YOU STAND.

These tools can help you diagnose common SEO problems and improve your site’s
“indexability” and rankings in search engines.

Google
First of all, let’s not forget the obvious.
You can use Google directly to find out two important things:
1. How many of your site’s pages have been indexed so far. Search for “site:” followed
by your domain name (e.g. site:johndoe.com) to get the total number of pages.
2. How well your site ranks for your target keywords/phrases. Be sure to perform this
search in a private/incognito browser tab (otherwise, the results will be skewed by
your search history, and you’ll probably see your own site rank higher than what the
public sees).

SERPs Rank Checker (free)

This is a more powerful tool for checking your site’s rankings (than using Google in
an incognito tab), allowing you to also simulate searches: in other languages, from
other locations, from mobile devices.

Google Analytics (free)

You can’t be serious about SEO and not use a good analytics tool.
Unless you need very advanced reports (heat-maps, scroll-maps, mouse tracking
etc.), Google Analytics is powerful and detailed enough to keep you covered.
More info on how you can set-up and leverage GA reports for SEO can be found here.

Google Search Console (free)

This is a must-have. Google’s Search Console tool can give you some useful insights
into your site’s general health, and how well Google is crawling & indexing your site.
A round-up of some of the most important Search Console reports can be found here.

Yoast SEO (if using WordPress) (free)

Yoast SEO is the best plugin out there (better than All in one SEO Pack, in my
experience).
Besides allowing you to define your title & meta description tags for all pages and
posts, the plugin can do a lot more behind the scenes, including social media sharing
tags, XML sitemap, page analysis and various other technical stuff.
If you’re consider it, their pro version is worth it (especially for their redirect manager
which ties in with Google Search Console).

XML-Sitemaps (free)

If you’re not using WordPress, then you need an external tool to crawl your site and
generate an XML sitemap for it (that you can then submit in Google Search Console
to speed up indexing). XML-Sitemaps is a reliable sitemap generator.

Varvy SEO tool (free)

This straight-forward tool analyses your site and checks to see if it follows Google’s
guidelines. It provides a great SEO overview, detecting problems like accessibility,
mobile-friendliness, security, performance, sitemaps and more.

Google My Business (free)

Google sometimes display full photographer or business listings (to the right of
search results). That’s prime real-estate. Create your free Google My Business
profile (even if you don’t have a regular office or a fixed location, it still helps).

GTmetrix (free)

Regular visitors hate slow websites. Photo buyers hate slow sites. Google does too.
This excellent speed-test tool (which factors in Google’s PageSpeed score as well)
will show you where you can improve your site’s performance.

Nibbler (free)

Excellent free tool for reviewing your entire site. Not just SEO, but also user
experience, code quality, mobile-friendliness, social media integration, etc.

SEO SiteCheckup (free)

Fast and detailed SEO report for your site, with tips on how to improve any problems
it finds.

Screaming Frog SEO Spider tool (free)

ScramingFrom has been around for ages, it’s a comprehensive SEO spider & analysis
tool (so it’s for the more technically-inclined people), helping you: find broken links,
testing redirects, reviewing page meta data and detecting duplicate content, and
much more. They have a paid version that unlocks all features, but you should get
useful results from the free version as well.

MozBar from Moz (free)

This is a cool browser extension that give you interesting metrics in search results
(for comparing link metrics) and when browsing you (or your competitors’) sites.

Browseo (free)

Simulate how search engines view your site (including a SERP preview, the number
of internal and external links, a list of headings & more). This will really make you see
the importance of content quality, structure and image ALT tags.

Google Adwords Keyword Planner (free)

The most popular (free) keyword planning tool, helping you find keyword ideas and
search-volume metrics.

ahrefs ($99/mo)

This is probably the most powerful keyword research tool out there, giving you
relevant keyword ideas for your content (along with search volume, keyword
difficulty & much more).
Coupled with their Site Explorer and Content Explorer tools, you reach contentmarketing and SEO heaven. But it comes with a hefty price tag, so only invest in it if
you get a ton of traffic and can quantifiably turn SEO improvements into income.

Moz Pro ($99/mo)

Moz Pro is the most powerful SEO tool you can have in your arsenal. Checking
rankings, doing keyword research, analyzing inbound links, plus many more
advanced optimization tools and reports, all part of the same complete (but
expensive) package. If you have the income and website traffic for it, it’s worth it.
Moz’s Open Site Explorer can be used for free (but displays limited results), it’s a
fantastic link explorer.

Need even more tools than these?
Check out these other round-up lists:
• 54 Of The Best Free SEO Tools That Don’t Require A Credit Card or Registration
(Sustained Surge)
• 24 Simple and Free SEO Tools to Instantly Improve Your Marketing (Buffer)
• The 100 Best Free SEO Tools & Resources for Every Challenge (Moz)
• On-Site SEO Audit Checklist (SEMrush)
• SEO tools curated by Saijo George (All the tools you can ever need. Go crazy!)

Get many other free resources in the ForegroundWeb Subscriber area.
Subscribe to the free newsletter (if you arean’t already) and help spread the word:
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